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Election results
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Molloy was elected to the open

HSU geography Prof. Harold
Jackson was elected to the Arcata School District Board in
one of yesterday’s local school

short

Humboldt State University

Union High

School District race, Peggy
Jackson
(1,074 votes) and
Herbert A. Peterson (1,328)
won the two long-term (fouryears) positions. Robert K.

Arcete, Californie 9552)

Is hospital necessary

Incumbent Archie M. Forson was re-elected trustee for
Area Six of the Redwoods
Community College District
Governing Board, with 1,007
votes. Gretchen Ferrin receiv-

. Jackson received 684 votes;
incumbent Peter Ball won the
other available board seat
with 631 votes.

Wok,R JACK

Eighteen-and-a-

voters cast ballots.

board races.

In the Arcata

term.

half per cent of the eligible

ed 929

votes

and

William

P.

Quinn, a College of the Redwoods student, received 176 in
the race for one seat. Voter
turnout was 18 per cent.

?

Center teaches birth, family belong at home

by Debbie Rutte
The Arcata Birth Center is
taking political steps to strengthen its legal base, according to Bill
Fisher, who heads the clinic.
“We're going to see Barry
Keene next week. We feel that
now is the time to approach legislation on midwifery. We'd like to
see the certificate for midwifery
reinstituted in California.”
The birth center has s'
ened its position with the addition
of emergency support systems.

“We have access now to the

emergency
Hospital for
referral to
- We've also

room at Mad River
quick evaluation and
the proper people.
added a good trans-

port vehicle and we'd like to get a
transport incubator and life-

monitoring equipment,”’

Fisher

“The father catches
the baby,
cuts the cord and ties it. We're
not practicing medicine. They’re
the ones who are doing it by finalizing what they started.

It’s a

—
ly

.

”

Fisher and the other midwives
stand by to act as emergency
technicians
in case of emergen-

cy. He said there have been very
few cases like this so far.

NANCY IS ONE mother who is
presently
in the birth center program.
“I’ve

been

involved

in

pro-

grams in Oregon and the bay
area, too, but I would rate this
place higher than them. They’re
a lot more personal here.
“They’re really interested in
nutrition, hygiene, studying and

said.

just doing it right.

He added that the center still
needs a doctor to be able to offer
full clinical services.
;
“WE ARE A community health

know your midwife well here.

project that provides education
and training for parents who

You get.to
I

spend a couple hours a week with
mine,’’ she said.
“We

always

this way.

planned

to do it

Hospitals are for sick

people.

Giving birth is a very

have made the decision to birth

natural thing and I don’t need a

their babies at home.
“Therefore, we’re not purporting to be a clinic specifically.
However, we do back up and
utilize clinical technique for moniioring the patients so we can

hospital.

most

assuredly

{wns

before

they

find

complica-

exist

in

the

twme.”’

The center tries to see people
before they conceive so they can
do counseling then, according to
Fisher.
“We do counseling to make
sure their physical and mental
well-being are at optimum level
so that they can conceive in a
positive manner.
“AFTER THAT, WE see them
regularly for physical examination, complete monitoring, nutritional counseling and childbirth
classes.’
According to Fisher, the center

teaches
natural
childbirth
through the Lamaze method.
Fathers are taught techniques in
handling the baby, catching the
baby and eliminating the anguish

factors at birth.

No Joni Mitchell
concert for HSU
Campus posters boasting of a
Joni Mitchell concert are phoney.
A University Programs Board
(UPB) spokesman said Mitchell
is not scheduled to perform here.

UPB Chairman Milt Phegley’s
official response to the idea that
Mitchell would want to come to
Humboldt was ‘‘Haaa, haaaa,
haaaa...."’

”

~

According to Fisher, the center
uses only organic vitamins and
herbs. ‘We try to blend western
clinical practice with eastern
natural herb medicines.”’
NANCY

SAID

ANOTHER

ad-

vantage of home births is that the
baby is not taken away from the
parents right away.

‘In the hospital, they take the
baby away. I think the first few
hours can be the most important

(Continued on page 7)

Photo

baby

at

the

Arcata

Birth

by Jon

Kranhouse

Models are used for practice in case
any emergency arises during birth.

Two
Bills, Watkins
and
Fisher,
demonstrate resuscitation on a model

Center.

Schiffers resigns

SLC to pay $1,250 for work-study jobs
BULLETIN—After 20 months
as Associated Student (A.S.) general manager, Rich Schiffers resigned yesterday (effective April
3), to take advantage of ‘‘one hell
of a deal.”’
The deal is the assistant directorship of Sacramento State University’s student union. It is a
state job—including ‘‘state benefits, future potential and more
money.”’

Schiffers submitted his resignation last year after various AS
budget pressures, but was persuaded to change his mind.
I'll miss the place,’’ he told The
Lumberjack yesterday. ‘‘I don’t
think I really could have said that
last year.”

by Don Bradner

Work-study students got a
break by an action of the Student

Legislative Council (SLC) Thursday night.

The SLC voted a supplemental
appropriation

to

two

student

body-funded areas so that workstudy allocations made to those
areas could be returned to the

university for distribution to
“areas hurt worst by recent
cutbacks.”’

The two areas, Youth Educational Services and the student
recreation program, will con-

tinue to employ students. These
students will be paid entirely
from ASB funds rather than a
combination of ASB money and
federal work-study money.
THE AMOUNT OF money to be
returned to the university totals
$1,250, according to ASB Treasur-

er Lloyd Dinkelspiel.
ASB

General

Manager

Rich

Schiffers informed the council
that there is now an ASB spon-

sored term paper typing service,
charging 20 cents per page.
Hours for the service, as well
as new hours for the typing and

Xerox room, are 8 a.m. to9 p.m.,

Monday through Thursday, 8-5 on

residents, during which time she
alleged that other students could
not use the facility.

The SLC agreed to investigate
the allegations through its Pool
Committee:
Carol Mone, student member of
the Arcata General Plan Devel-

Friday and 11-3 on Saturday.

opment

A student, identifying herself
as Nona Bailey, addressed the
council and asked that the SLC

council that she needed

investigate

the

operations

of

Committee,

told

input on ‘directions they

the

student

would

like to see Arcata go.’’ She said
that she may be contacted at

Lumberjack Enterprises (LJE).

822-4042.

SPECIFIC AREAS WHICH
Bailey said needed investigation

IN OTHER ACTION, the council:--Agreed not to take a stand on
logging environmental
impact

were

LJE’s

“lack of fresh food”
food

service

in

operations,

hours of operation of food services in the University Center
and the use of the center’s

cafeteria
in the evenings by dorm

--Formed a committee to study
the possibility of preparing and
publishing faculty eva! .ations.
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‘There's Nothing Like A Dame’

on rainy night

Womboldt pageant provides entertaining on
Intermission.. A pérade of rien marched to the re-

Jeanne Sapuner

-freshment stands to fetch soft drinks for the seated
women. Asilver-haired
man was asked what he was
;
at the pageant.

gilattata
alan corel
eailis
You may see a stranger, acress a crowded
reem.
And semehow
you know, you knew even thea,

vn

iene

cailias des aca

“I'm peeking. etl

ae

cnt

audience stood

to

id the outgoing
Miss,

ot

It was a farewell, and she

‘Two women were using the break te compare predic-

—nice

-Hlee ktevanke cig boli bald

“Why
am I here? Because it’s cold outside and this
is something to do. And because it’s good entertainment.”

"She paused, then added, ‘‘Yeah, why am I here?”

Her friend had been to the pageant for the past eight

balht-abb.

I hope

you continue to support every girl from now on.”

Alan Jones, director of the pageant, came out to.
elaborate
on that.
-

“You dot ny goody to Kivanis and you ont say,

years.

“I just enjoy coming to this,” she said. “My baby’s

THE

CURTAIN WENT up to reveal Chollanna sitting

on the throne for the last time, with the contestants,
eee

2 oe yeeryer,

Hees

Saad

E>

f

Se

- ent or not, she chose her favorite ‘because she’s the
‘seats get kinda hard.”
Oe

a senior at Eureka High, another a student at College
in the middle.:
of the Redwoods
and another somewhere
ranged from 21 to 17 and

re en
a
to highlight the

motif.

of the rhinestones, Chollanna

cee

eee

en

eee

Pa

The enchanted oceanside set was replaced by

what looked like a full scale version of Barbie’s dream
’

THE PROSPECTIVE MISSES retired to change
into their bathing suits; Miss Humboldt County 1974,

ee

tion came the abandonment of the

ranged from

Samesduseme eager senk Newnes

‘Humboldt.
:
ccrauiouinel positions at
mood
the end of the runway, donning grim looks to
discourage anyone who might be thinking negative.
thoughts about Humboldt County's new Miss.
THE AUDIENCE
WAS on its feet again,
applauding. Slowly, the clapping died down and people

began

on their coats» and searching
for

house. This was the formal part now, and what was
more appropriate than white ceilings and walls,
paneled with red velvet and lighted by hanging
chandeliers.
The contestants appeared again, wearing formals of
all dimensions and hues. From lime green to a washed
out pale blue to three shades of pink sandwiched in the

line up, each formal had no less than ten rhinestones to

the judges,” Chollanna and company came out to

perform a “‘divertissement act.”

ANOTHER SONG AND dance later, act two began.

It consisted of the talent presentations of each of the

contestants, with the audience clapping enthusiastical-

ly and sometimes merely politely, for the acts.
Crowd pleasers seemed to be anything played on
the piano-classical
or ragtime-as well as a “real
talking doll’’ interpretation in which a toy doll philosophises in the nursery that ‘‘to be used is to be loved.”
It didn’t seem like anyone was too sure of how to
respond to a Jewish comedian. Should
one laugh? Nor
was anyone quite sure how to applaud a formally
dressed woman playing the old licorice stick, even
though
it sounded gc

ie
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the “Jadies,completed

their

to answer many questions.”

He then
to ask the “‘kind of question they
might be ask ”” to each contestant.
“What quality in people do you find most easy ta get

along?”

“If I sent you to the library, what type of book would
you like to read?”

“What would you fix me for dinner?”
AGAIN, THE “LADIES” went off

stage

ond

Chollanna came out to execute her farewell walk.

~~ SKY DIVING! <
Z YT

WHILE

NOT FINDING

A woman in a fur stole briefed her friend on her
reaction.
“I couldn’t believe it at first. I looked and saw her

and said ‘My God! no clothes!’ I looked
again and then
I went back to my drink.”

And an HSU
tical science student, Tim Long,
present at the Hoan
commented:
“I thought the streaker had a hell of a lot of guts. She
offended a social tradition not often violated in the
higher classes
of America.”

‘, H,O Show |

Pacific cuetens offers
~*, professional instruction at
4.0 fentestic
0

ae

Om

HER, she strolled casually out the

door, persued
by a few men. Everyone
who had seen
her chuckled and returned to their drinks.
«« She could get a little weight off her hind legs,”
responded
one woman.
“How could anyone not see her?”’ said another
woman. ‘‘...Those
hairy arms and legs.”’
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OFF For The First Jump Course
(Regularly $40) | }
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“Through the Eyes of a Child”
In the Natitorium

73¢ students
+a

Og

Brass

music

to

feature Bach, rag
“‘An Evening
of Brass MusicOld and New”’ will be presented
Friday at 8:15 p.m. in the HSU
Multipurpose Room
The brass ensembles
will feature pieces for a choir by Bach,
Purcell, Mouret and Beadell,
music for a brass sextet by
and Boehme, and a jam
on “The Red Rose Rag.”
Admission
is free and no tickets
will be required.

a a

While “‘the ladies completed their quarter turns for

ACT

off for a “‘briefing’”’ when the streaker
Titled
a “stroller” by an adolescent boy ‘‘because she didn’t
run,”’ the woman walked around the crowded room,
clapping her hands above her head and calling ‘“‘Oh
Miss Humboldt...Miss Humboldt.”

a

ANOTHER

for the judges. The audience
turns”
formal
seemed restless and the vocalist's attempt to pacify
them with ‘‘Some Enchanted é£.vening”’ proved only to
induce more chair and feet shuffling.
The rationaJe behind the question and answer time
was explained
by the M.C. “Because
Miss Humboldt
must not only be talented and beautiful, .but be poised

~" Nosooner had officials taken the new Miss Humboldt

a

its name.
With this presentation, the M.C. told the audience of
the women’s hobbies and future plans. One contestant
liked to collect owls ‘in her spare time’ (no clue
as to
whether owls were dead or alive
tion).
One woman liked to ‘‘experiment in the kitchen,” and a
ee
ee
ere
ee ome
woman liked to deer hunt.
-

.
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” Her father said it was the first pageant the
family
had been to. So far, he was enjoying it, ‘‘but the

Food Service cites rising costs
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—~ 305 Coke price sparks criticism
by Don Bradner
agement decision, but that the
board had discussed
the matter
at its Dec. 5 meeting.

Safeway store was selling Coke in
an &-pak for $2.26, more than28
cents
a can.

of the gross sales that varies
from 7 to 16 per cent, depending
upon the product.

EDWARD WEBB, DEAN for
student services, said he had
noted on a recent family excur-

LJE retains the right to set
prices, which are based on Kwik
Kafe’s costs.

creases (50 cents to 55 cents to 60

Ramirez said.

Ramirez complained at a re- cent Student Legislative Council
Center Board (UCB) Chairman
(SLC) meeting that Coke prices
Mark Borges, agreed with Waldie
had been increased by Lumberthat the matter had been discussjack Enterprises (LJE) without
ed although they were not certain
consulting the LJE board of dir- about the date of the meeting.
ectors, which he is a member of.
CHARLES

WALDIE,

ASSOCI-

ate director of housing and
support services,
said:in an interview last week that it was a man-

sion that his daughter’s
12 oz. soft
drink cost roughly the same as

his 16 oz. beer.

“Maybe I'll have to convert her
over to beer,’”’ Webb said.

Yandon said she was not sur-

Waldie explained that LJE essentially rents space for the
machines to Kwik Kafe
Vending, receiving a percentage

prisedat the increase, since 25
cent cokes were “cheaper than at
the store.”’

Last week, the Arcata

Of the 1,452 students voting,
1,231, or 84.8 per cent, voted

yes on the question, ‘Should
the present student body fee
be continued at the current
level of $20 per academic

year?”
A majority of the 221 students who voted no favored
the maximum cut of $10. T
students favored a fee of $12
per year, 15 voted for $14, 21
voted for $16, 15 preferred $18

with 26.2 per cent voting.

Early returns from
five
other campuses in the California State University and
College (CSUC) system indicated that HSU students were
consistent with statewide av-

-

erages.
With

17.7 per

cent

of the

student

body

voting,

CSU,

Chico, showed 88.8 per cent in
favor of current fee levels. A
7.9 per cent turnout at Fresno
showed 94 per cent voting yes.

Students at San Luis Obispo
were 80.8 per cent

in favor,

PIRG plans survey update
The

HSU

Public

Interest Re-

search Group (PIRG) has scheduled an open planning meeting
for tonight at 6 p.m.

in Nelson

Hall, 120, and would like to invite
all interested students and faculty to attend.
:
PIRG, suffering

from

low

membership pangs (about six), is
engaged in an updated review of
area pharmacies. Future plans
LAA

LL

Lhd

CALLA

AMAA

-ELIMINATION OF A vendor

as middle-man. LJE will consider this possibility next year, Waldie said. Each of the approximately 60 machines on campus
costs about $800, which may be a
prohibitive cost. .

~-Elimination of vending ma‘chineson campus.
The latter possibility is the
suggestion of Ramirez, who said
that, if prices continue to rise,
“‘Maybe we should say we're not

Students
who view
as “‘damnable machines” or who
don’t have time to put the
touches
on their aca-

week, the Term Paper Typing
Service.
The service offers professionally typed papers on IBM Selctric
typewriters, complete with report folders, at the cost of 20 cents
per page.
The typists
can be found in 114,
University Center (Nelson Hall).
Their hours are:
Monday-Thursday 8:30 a.m.9 p.m.

Friday 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

going to pay the price.”
Students interviewed about
coke prices generally agreed that
oe were—
mae wore

FRIDAY

Se DOT'S
DRIVE-INN
' Qpien’.24
hours o day, 7 days
a week.

Vets return after

Off Janes Road

include a consumer’s guide to
local banks and savings and loans
institutions.
Tuesdays at 11 a.m. in Nelson
Hall, 106. Persons with ideas or
plans ‘‘to improve our community” are urged.to come to a
meeting. Contact Dev Chilson,
chairman of the PIRG organizing
committee, or phone 443-8157.
MAA
AAA
AMAA

:::
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. Breakfast 2 a.m.-to 10-0.m. Chocolate & Vanilla Soft Ice Cream

ane

Cones

Delicious hamburgers

- Gatens.to Se

anno:

of Our Lives’’

es

Special Clearance
Sale on all jewelry tools and supplies

|

Winner of 9

|Academy Awards
8 P.M. Admission $1.50
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price.

way.

At San Jose State, it was 14.1
per cent voting with 93.6 per
cent in favor, while 87.1 per
cent of Fullerton’s electorate
favored present levels with
12.8 per cent of the student
body voting.
:
The referendum, conducted
last week on 17 of the system’s
19 campuses (Bakersfield and
Sonoma have no student body
associations), will be used by
the CSUC Board of Trustees
when they make their determination. of fee levels later
this year.

Typing service

--Elimination of LJE’s share of
the profit. This would require
concurrence of the UCB, which,
according to Borges, would have
to make up the difference some

More than 80 per cent want $20 fee
and 21 did not indicate
a preference.

most practical alternative.

~Installation of cup-type machines that
smaller
quantities of liquid at a reduced
~Switching to a cheaper brand
of soft drinks. One environmental problem would be that cheaper
drinks are in tin cans rather than
in all-aluminum.

| 19.1 per cent vote
With 19.1 per cent of the student body going to the polls,
students voted overwhelmingly last week to retain present
student body fee levels.

SS
es, wot
roe “at cae
ee
sat areeucet t cups were the

After LJE subtracts
its adminCharles Reinemer, sociology
istrative costs, profits
are paid to junior, disagreed. He said cups
the UCB. According to Borges, would cause more litter, since at
vending machine revenues help least some of the cans are redefray operating
costs of the Uni- cycled.
versity Center, which operates at
Waldie said the same problem
the break-even point.
may soon be faced with candy, .
WALDIE SAID LJE has con- since the size of the bars had been
sidered some alternatives to shrunk to the point of diminishing
price increases as the cost of returns. He said the price will
sugar and other basic products probably go up, unless a switch is
continue to rise. Some alteran- made to an inferior grade of
tives mentioned by Waldie, and candy.
others interviewed, include:

Sabpeutngty, no students have
protested the cigarette price incents),

divided when it came to alternatives.

Discounts from

20% -60%

gegegeeceoR

| “The Lady Eve’ |
Poseehegeoses

on Purchases of $25 or more

Daffy comedy
classic

Admission $1.00 .

p. 3. Melling

815 J Street

ART SUPPLIES

Arcata

FOUNDERS HALL AUD.
; PROGRAM |NFO

pm, 22-3375
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Third World: What is it? Why is it?
made about the column is that it is
vague rhetoric offering no solutions to
any problems.
A lot of people don’t realize that the
column is often written specifically for
Third World persons.
is nothing
there
Of course,

People have been asking questions
about the Third World column.

What is it; why is it? What's the
purpose; is it a waste of space?
"The answers are closely related.
First. The column is a chance for

Third

World

persons—Asian-Ameri-

ethnic

audience

minorities—to express their thoughts.

some of the social ideas affecting us

The ideas in the column are not
necessarily views of the whole Third

all.
Even though the column may seem

World. They belong to the author, who

repugnant to some, to others it is the

can be any Third World person who

only piece of truth

some persons said The Lumberjack
does not relate to the Third World.
They charged that none of the articles are aimed at, or are of interest

The

column

was

created

} answer to that accusation.

Another

question

and

as

It |

Lastly. The column has been called
a waste of space.
The Lumberjack does not agree.
|
The Third World column serves a
vital function.’ it is a first step in
opening communication with campus |

Second. The column started because

to, minorities.

in the paper.

depends on your viewpoint and who |
you are.

charge.

XN

majority

from reading the column and learning

wants to write. No one person is in

romp

the

preventing

Native

Chicanos,
Blacks,
cans,
Americans
and
other

an

minorities.
And we must take whatever steps

complaint

we can.

Judge ororders HSU shut down tomorrow
and

enjoined

the

university

from offering any further advice
and-or expertise
to any official of
any organization within
the geo-

graphical limits of Humboldt
County for the duration of the
year.
The university
has announced
that all instruction
will cease as
of midnight, tomorrow.
The decision
was handed down
by California State Judge John T.
Hadgkins in a case brought
before the court by a coalitionof
Humboldt
County environmental
interests.

-

In a brief filed last week the
coalition charged the university
with gross incompetence, flippant interference in the area’s
ee
sing.
“IN

THE FALL of 1964, enroll-

ment at HSU was 2,969. It is now

created an environmental night-

mare.
“I don’t understand it. I can’t
believe

it,’”’ a tearful secretaryin

the school of natural resources
said. ‘After all we’ve done for
them, after all we’ve done...”
THE PROFESSOR
SHE

Directly
in front of him were
the concrete steps of the Art

Building, which lead across the

concrete plaza to the solid walls
of the theater.
To the right,
linked by concrete,
was the music
building,
with its walls of glass
cleverly designed to give a panoramic view of the stairwell. The
music building is at the foot of a
concrete walk

that leads

dowt

from the kiosk—which
is made of
wood-which is surrounded_by

ing in front
of a poster advertising of a kegger on Clam Beach.
“I personally dig nature,” he

whelmingly reminiscent of the
big green guy with the leaves on
his head on the label of a can of
creamed corn.
The redwood
dorms boast a magnificent view
of the stucco dorms, and
the two
complexes
are connected by an
aerial concrete walkway that
looks like it belongs over the
Santa Monica freeway.
Students voiced
tions over the-

“Tm

mixed

said. ‘“‘Because it’s so natural, al-

most organic. I like to go to
Prairie Creek and get off on burgundy wine.
Me and some
friends are going out to Fieldbrook this weekend. There’s a
grove of redwoods that blows
your mind. We can really get into

emo-

trees. We sit out there and get all

messed up on really fine Columbian shit.
“As for that report,’”’ he said,
“that really hurts. But you know
how those red-necks are, anyway. They're stupid. And their

all for the locals dumping

on the university,’’

one student

works

for could not be reached. He currently co-chairs
two committees,
one to legally constrain any and
all use of wood products in the
California construction industry
until 65 more trees are added to
an 86,000 acre national park in
Del Norte County.

houses all look like

in Humboldt Village and let's get
loaded...”’
The university is seeking clarification of the issue: ‘‘The Master Plan calls for the annexation
of Union St., the Arcata plaza and

The second committee
seeks to | 7” 7

pave all areas within a 300-foot
radius of his office, to be used exclusively for faculty
,
The brief stated that:
‘The
HSU
oor
should hardly consider

itself a model

of conser-

vation. The campus
has managed to save approximately
37 trees
out of the estimated 94,000 that

' once grew on these grounds.
ed from 104,892 in 1960 to 99,692 in - “The campus now contains 19
1970,”
the brief
redwoods, 14 of which are jamm“Simply stated, these people
ed between the science building
come here to commune with and the gyms.
No matter its
nature, but they run back to the speeches, lectures, plans and assuburbs when their education is pirations in ether areas of this
complete. No matter
their teen- county
and this state, this univerage whims, no matter their gransity’s predominate method of
diose claims, no matter their saving the earth is to seal it in
abundance of cheap talk, they
concrete,’’ the brief stated.
will tabe whet they want, from us
“I THINK IT’S a shame, an
and then go back home to be close outrage,” a spokesman for the
to Mom.
art department said.
‘‘Why
‘They tell us how to live, how to
can’t we all work together? Why
act, how to earn our living. Then
can’t the town and the campus
they leave,” the brief
get together and make this a
“They are transients here. They
beautiful place to live?”
are strangers.
The spokesman
was standing in
“They
are tourists.
front of the art department by a
Rn
sculpture which represents a
by the student body presidentas
slightly nauseous pelican with its
soon as he returns from his home
beak caught between two square
in San Diego. Members of the
rocks.
student legislative council were
“Look around you,’’ the
Easter charter flights spokesman said. ‘‘Who could ask
for anything more?”
to Los Angeles and could not be

e.

Hey, come on down to my trailer

“CHRIST, IT’S A shame,” the

the city of Blue Lake within the

spokesman said.
“Maybe we
could get Robert Maki to build

the city of Arcata as an artistic
token of goodwill.”’
A spokesman for the city said
oat maaan
ar
ae
apprecia’
comed
eer
eee Fh
See
storage
gravel and sand

in “Ithe don’t think
tion yard.
they

understand,”
a spokesman for theater
arts said. ‘Take
a look around
at sunset
you some night. Stand
on the east side of the library

next three years,’’ a spokesman

.

.

Said. “It is hoped that this ruling
will not interfere
with our com
mitment to the betterment of the
north coast.
ba
aay
elgg cig
soon as
appealed
taaily can
eee
anyone competent enough to

the environment,”
he said, stand- other
4°! with
the issue. Or with any
issue.
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In a surprise
move yesterday,a
Marin County judge ordered that
Humboldt
State University be required to file Environmental
Impact Reports (EIR’s) before any
further instruction is rendered,

a“The ce
is, of course,
based on half-truths
and innuendos,” a faculty spokesman
said
as he prepared
to leave for San
Francisco
The brief further stated that
the Humboldt State campus has

'e

by Paul Herron

Exploited as exploiters

?

Wednesday, March 5, 1975, The Lumberieck—$

A reaction to Third World |

In response
to the tone of Third

: I believe most of the discussion
of racism and captialistic
exploitation has been on an overall
level, with no examination
of the

World column,
as such.
I am interested in learning
about how others see the world I:
live in. The column has given me
some insight
on the matter.
But I resent reading over,and
over again, and once more for
good measure, that I have trod
upon the minorities
merely be-

&

= 2

&

3

F

E

Never in my wildest dreams did I ever imagine that I would be
the proud owner of another bicycle, my
one being a two-speed
10. After I collided
with a side

cause I happen to be Caucasian,
or, if you will, a member of the

In my abrupt haste to become youthful once again,
ponder on such trivials as rain, construction work, leg-eating dogs
and roa
trucks which have an uncanny knack of scattering bicycles as easy as leaves in the wind, as they pass by. I didn’t
just want a bicycle, I had to have once. For the first time in my life,
the initial: symptoms of genuine lunacy set in.
:

‘whys’ of given situations.
Therefore,
I will reply in kind.
I doubt seriously
if anyone can
ever be completely happy with
life. Some people are more unhappy with life than others. As
concerned human beings, one
way for us to make it through our
time on earth in a manageable
way is to remember to be
considerate
to each other, even

“majority.”

when
it hurts.

I will agree that the (American) capitalist system exploits

The feeling I have gotten from
Third World column writers is
positive on a friendship level.
The Lumberjack staff had a

labor, (as refered to in the second

Not having been on anything with less than four Goodyears

under it for quite some time, I found myself a bit shaky at the
controls on the first day I decided to ride it to work. It looked as
though it would be another great day. The sky turned a deep black
before I was even a full block away from home. Then, without
hesitation, it broke loose and began pouring. And to make matters
worse, my expensive 10-speed, which was totally without fenders,

meeting with Third World representatives; the session was productive, with ideas exchangedon
both sides.
I don’t want to disrupt what
no y
there is between
us, but
I would like to see more positive,
less repetitive material in the
column. Things
that happen in
the far-away world of business
and cross-continent areas are
things I can’t really do anything
about.
?
Inform me about what's going
on HERE: let’s work together,so

I can feel that I have helped solve
some of the world’s problems,
here
and now.
Emily Kratzer
Janior
;- Journalism

(ThiRd ~

WORLD j

Centuries of discrimination have come to pass for Native Amertment isn’t that simple an issue.
Let’s not confuse the facts of unemployment with the morality of

up as the sharp-toothed, snapping mutt closed in on me. A sharp,

8

hiring illegal aliens.

nip on my left ankle increased my speed considerably.

Ha, I was outrunning that dum dog. He was slowly giving out. I
turned my head in order to stick out my tongue in defiance when,
KEEERRASSH! The pain was tremendous, excruciating, damn, it
really smarted. But what in the hell had I hit?

exploiting whom?

just by being
so, are the causeof

I was at last beginning to enjoy the bicycle. The rain had ceased,

all the troubles of this world is
prejudicial also. Please remem-

there were no dogs about and the highway ahead of me was clean

and clear. I just knew that riding a bicycle could be a very

-ber that but for their money we

enjoyable way to travel. I had just began humming a merry little

wouldn’t have even the simple
conveniences we do have.
There is no longer the option of

tune when the chip truck came rumbling past me. WHOOOOMP. . .
The blast of wind that accompanied the swiftly moving truck was
like a shock wave following an H-bomb. I was still peddling as the
bike and I left the roadway and flew into the air (remember the
wicked witch in The Wizard Of Oz?). When I again touched ground,
I'd have been dipped in dog droppings if I hadn’t managed to fall on
the same road burns ‘I had previously acquired. I must have lain
there for a full five minutes before I could gather up enough
strength to move. I wiped the tears from my eyes and looked over
in |

beaten state after
its

finding some. land

to till and live

off of. (Thanks to nature and the
joy of sex, the results of which

some brothers and sisters seem
reluctant to prevent.)
Such an option would solve the
problem of exploiting others, but

solo

since it isn’t practical, an over-

the bend out of the front wheel, and like a pro, rode off while doing a

The University Police station in

been turned in during the last

2K

month.
Found items include coats, umbrellas, books, note books, eye
glasses and wallets.

See oae

Gea

|

Opinions

expr

We have completed our analysis of the data and material

gathered during this review and we find that the student disciplinary practices of the Klamath-tTrinity Unified School District
discriminated against Native American students in violation of
Title:VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, and the departmental
regulation promulated thereunder, 45 CFR, Part 30. Specifically,
we find that the administration of the district's student disciplinary
policy and procedure results in Native American students being
treated differently and more severely, than non-minority
students. Although Native American students comprise thrity-seven per cent (37 per cent) of the high school enrollment, fifty-two (52
per cent) of the students disciplined during the 1973-1974 school
year
were Native American students. Also, during
the same period,

sus pended;
3) The
students;

ts

length of suspensions

for Native

American

tie

oe aS

tc

tee

are thoseof The Lurmperiogk or the author and

Subscription is free-to students, available on campus newsstands.

Mail subscriptions are $3.50 for 28 issues. Advertising rates available

request. .

Dear Mr. Scheirback:
In April of this year, members of my staff met with you to discuss
a complaint of discrimination received by this office, and our
responsibilities under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. During
this and a subsequent visit, Office for Civil Rights staff interviewed
district administrators, and collected data relevant to the student
disciplinary
policy and procedures at the high school level.
-

1) The disproportionate
number of Native American students
referred for disciplinary
action;
2) The disproporGonate
number of Native American students

State University, Arcata, Cailt. 95521. Phone (707) 626-32/1, Office:

‘Neilson Hall 6.

Hoopa, California

' A ihei i

be printed. Opimiens expressed

lost and found items that. have

Klamath-Trinity Unified School District
P.O. Box 1306

39448 aif

i

z
3g
3

Have you lost anything lately?

House73 (3456) has a stock-loadof

Superintendent

dents enrolled in the district high school have been referred for
action.
—
The discriminatory treatment of Native American students

series of wheelies, broodies and handle-bar stands. I watched
him

Police have found
many lost items

Mr. Robert Scheirback

per cent (88 per cent) of the Native American stueighty-eight

gave the unlucky bicycle to a bubble-gum chewing, freckle-faced
fourth grader who was passing by at precisely that time. He kicked
in amazement as he rode out of sight. I had somehow managed to
pass through another crazy phase in life, and live through it. Then,
just as I was feeling the last bit of childish insanity trickle out of
me, I couldn’t help but notice the motorcycle that flew by me on the
freeway. I didn’t just want one of those babies, I had to have one.

the

in reverse as forward. Its victims seem to feel that they could
never do such a thing to others.
But by saying the monied elite,

up evil ways to gain revenge on the hard-hats. Finally, I

which

to me

It’s a moot point:
in times of
hardship
‘everybody
curses
everyone else.
Racism is blind, it runs as well

cooled off enough to continue my journey to work.

bike,

it seems

people make government leaders
and big business the scapegoats.

flowed from my mouth like wine from a bottle, as I attempted to

a os ee eee
sae

Dec. 27, 1974

As for scapegoats in times of
instability,

When I was at last able to regain my senses, I spied my bike,
which was a full 10 feet behind
me, its front tire lodged solidly in a
mammoth clump of mud that was conveniently placed directly in
the center of the road. Yes, thanks to the tidy construction
equipment which was working on the new section of freeway, I had
left, as a mementoof my passing, a 10-foot stretch of knee and nose
skin on the pavement. Many filthy obscenities and other blasphemy

e

The illegals

take away jobs which American
Chicanos could have.
Who’s

cans as the so-called Bicentennial nears. Circuses of events are
planned: music, parades, political speeches, flag waving, etc., etc.
For Third World people to celebrate our 200 years of oppression is
like perpetuating and allowing this crime
to continue. —
Discrimination still exists and will continue until ‘“‘who knows
when?” Here is an example of what is happeningin this area...

=—SS—

Ste

ee

=eee

We look forward to your continued cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely y yours j
Floyd L. Pierce, Director,
Office for Civil Rights,
Region IX
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Opinion

It’s hard to accept people, who

judge one by place of origin.

On Wednesday, March 12, Mr.

Douglas Leisz, regional forester
of the

California

Off the Wall

Kangaroo court

Forester
region,

Tallman obviously hasn’t been
paying attention in business
class.
Those

U.S.

Forest Service, will speak here.

The Natural Resources Honor
Society has arranged for his
appearance to discuss such
things as the Mineral King Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIR), job opportunitiesin
the Forest Service and possible

on i its
over $250 million on
(one thousand billion) has

x
day, the U.S. government

Each

Since World War II, $1

¥F

to

are misused

crime.” This is the form of law and order. Little need be said of the

inhumane prison
“criminal” activity

in this country which
more are spent there.

thrives

on

are spent to
moreions
How do they get away with it? Easy. Bill

“gocialize-indoctrinate” its citizenry through its various institu-

:

of what we do or think, this
tions and mass media.
elseeup
Ford or anyon
with whatevernd
majority is hand-in-ha

The Mineral
King Draft EIR
has been published
as a step in
> proposed
t of the
Mineral King Valley as an intensive year-round
resort complex.

there tells them. Most of this majority is also well-armed and quite
willing
to kill.

g

€
.
¢
«
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THE MASS MEDIA is no less violent in its approach to this
dilemma.
In fact, television and the movie industry are ;
encouraging this kind of fascist response to domestic and universal
. The media has embarded
on “Amerikill’”’ (pronounced
“A merry kill’), a new national culture with emphasis on killing;
either
by the gun, chainsaws,
kung fu, computers
or whatever.
Turn on the television anytime you want-if you can handle it.
There is constant violence, especially during prime time. No

doubt, that is what most of the people in the county are watching

while, at the same time, protesting our birthday suits making love
in Fortuna flicks.
:
WHAT

DO

THESE

violent films offer?

Firstly,
the playwrite,

producer and director are
aware of the psychological ;
they create ;
weaknesses in their audiences. Thus,
and sociological
stereotypes. ‘True’ Americans are depicted as middle-class white
well-groomed policemen, cowboys, private detectives, soldiers,
etc. Here and there will be sprinkled a few “ethnics” who go
around saying, ‘“‘yes sir, no sir, anything
you say, sir.” These are
the good guys.

Condoms a jest
Hey EdIn the interest of public aware-

The bad guys haven’t changed much.

They're
still Indians

Blacks, Chicanos and Orientals along with a few poor whites and
“drug-crazed hippies.” If these actors get to talk in the episode, it’s
something
stupid or totally worthless. Their main function
is to be
blown apart by a shotgun, magnum or other weapon.
The
playwrite goes as far as to show ethnics killing ethnics while the
white police chief or detective smiles in all-knowing wisdom and
:

approval.

Am

activities. The process having
been completed, it was found that
there existed a small remaining
sum of money ‘‘in limbo.” The
members found themselves at a
loss as to the destination of this
small sum.
At this point-my
creativity being at a climax-my
brain cells ejaculated forth a
truly novel idea:
condom ma-

UT

UR

Sm

COLLEGE OF LAW

FALL SEMESTER... AUGUST 21, 1975
o Full-time 3-year day pregram
° Part-time day and evening programs

THE PLAYWRITES INSTILL
towards
the “‘bad guys.”” Even
executions, they are smiling
happened. ‘‘Good work, Sarge.

extreme hatred in the audience
after the heroes finish all their
and happy as if nothing ever
What are you doing tonite?”’

These episodes don’t stop when you turn that monster off. If you
are susceptible
to hypnosis, the symbols, concepts
and conclusions
projected to you will enter your subconscious mind. You will find
these things formulating your dreams while you sleep. (Can you
handle that?) Unconsciously, your will is constantly manipulated
by these methods. The medium of music has also been misused for
this manipulation.
:

children 3 years of age can define “all” the major cartoon ;
characters
as violence is depicted there. It is also known
that
young children have threatened to kill their parents for ‘turning it
off.” (Are they going to stick to ‘play guns?”") How much more
violence will the Amer-kill culture continue to produce?
No sweat, G.I. Let’s just keep our guns clean and wait for that
glorious day Ameri-kill
will triumph. Justice
will prevail-the gun,
the uniform
and just us! What you see is what you get...

Accredited Provisionally— State Bar of Calif.
STEPHANIE RITA,
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THE AVERAGE U.S. citizen watches 35 hours of TV a week, not
counting
movies in theatres. In Los Angeles,
90 per cent of

All programs lead to the Juris Doctor Degree and eligibility for
California Bor exam.
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Marching Lumberjacks can’t
loin HSU music department
by Sally Ceanell
‘
The general manager of the
believes

Paul Glazer (Smokey) approached the music department
in early January about
the possibility of the band becoming part
department.

~ He said he feels if the band

entered the
t, more
funds would be available
to it. If
band members could get credit,
more musicians
would join.
When Glazer approached the
music department
with this idea,
he found that a 1967 decision on
the question
still stands.
In 1967, the marching band
(then the Block H eae
was
declared ‘“‘aca
dab! by tov eal Siar
DAVID

M. SMITH,

chairman

of the department,
said a marchee
ee
eee

(Continued
from page 1)
ae
ae
ene
Fisher said the only other
program in this area where
fathers can be present at births is
at Mad River Hospital.

“It is a very limited
and pretty restrictive. The father
really doesn’t see the baby born
and they take the baby away for
awhile after
birth.”

FISHER

HAS HAD

Photo by Jon Kranhouse

Having a father ‘catch’ his baby
finalizes what he started, according to
Bill Fisher. Fisher, director of the
Arcata Brith Center, uses a model to

“In

the Far Western

Confer-

ence, only Davis, Humboldt
and
Sacramento State have any kind .
of a marching band. Sac State is
the only member offering it for

familiarize Bill Watkins with delivery
procedure.

eer

credit,”
he said.

medical

training as a volunteer paramedic with a city fire department,
with the City of Hope working
under an open heart surgeon and
at the Open Door Clinic as a Vista
volunteer.

“I saw a need for delivery at
home, especially in Humboldt
County, so I got this program

going.

We didn’t realize how

large the. program
would get,

though, and that has been

a

Phen said he thought the:
growth of the center was a major
its eviction.
present location.

Flyers to hear
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Do Humboldt County skiers really have to traveft fiv

by Dick Ohusman
things:
available acHumboldt County could see a cess, su Fictent altitude-5,000
2,000 capacity ski area by 1979, if feet as a minimum-and a place
public support is felt in the form
not adjacent to a wilderness
of petition signatures advocating
the planned Mt. Lassic project.
The person behind the
tion of the area is Bill Barnum, a
20-year-old. management major
at HSU.
He described how he
came up with the idea and what
planning has been done so far.
“I was down in the basement of
the library thinking about skiing
instead of school, and it occured
to me how ridiculous it was to
have to go skiing five hours away.
“I started with that thought
and looked at a county map
looking for a mountain with three

area.”
BARNUM FIRST LOOKED at
the Salmon Mountain area in the
northeastern part of the county,
but rejected it because much of it
was wilderness area. He found
the Lassic area which is located
about 84 miles
southeast
of
Eureka and about a _ half-hour

from Dinsmore on Highway 36.
Further research showed this
area to be designated as GF-6, or
the Lassic’s Recreational area,
by the Forest Service.
Barnum was encouraged and

took a trip to the site where,

because
of its proximity
to the
road, he chose Black Lassic
mountain
as the one for the area.

Black Lassic is one of the three
major peaks in the area, the
other two being Red Lassic and
Mt. Lassic.
Unfortunately for Barnum, he
put three years study into the
wrong mountain.
WHEN HE WAS ready to start
work on the area, Barnum had a
consultant from Sno-Engineering, a company whose business is
the planning of ski areas, come to
see the site.
*
Flying to the site in a rented
helicopter, Barnum showed the
consultant the mountain.
“After the first half-hour we

were

there,

he told me

it was

‘impossible to ski Black Lassic,”
Barnum said. ‘I was crushed.
“He was optimistic about the
area and told me, ‘Hop back in
the chopper, we’ve got all day to
find another mountain’.”’
One mile south they‘found one,
Mt. Lassic, composed of the three

adjoining

peaks,

currently

the

proposed site for the area.

“‘WE CRUISED THE mountain
twice just to make sure,”’ Barnum said. ‘‘On our third pass the
‘copter landed in a field and the
tail rotor hit a rock, shattering it,
costing the company $1,000 and
forcing us to walk out.
It was
quite a day.”’
The next step, and the one
Barnum is working on now, is to
find out if there’s community
support for the area. If there is,
Congressman Donald Clausen
has told Barnum he will ask for a
federal loan to support the pro-

gram.
‘‘We'd like to get 3,000-5,000 signatures as that amount would be

about three to five per cent of the
total population of the county,
which would be proportional with
the national percentage of the
population that skis, which is
three to five per cent.”
BARNUM IS HEAD of the committee working for Mt. Lassic.
It has 13 members. All
of them
skiers, a good portion being
teachers and ski club presidents.
Among the group is Robin Fairbairn, who is acting as attorney.
Barnum described the plans
worked out by the committee.
“The area would be bigger than

Ashland and would have a 4,000foot chair-lift which is about half
again as big as Ashland’s.””
Also outlined in the plans are a
beginner’s rope-tow, two equipment garages, the purchase of a

Sno-cat and a snowplow and the

building of a day lodge. Despite
the construction, Barnum is not
worried about the surrounding

“We
the

expla
ting

area, Dinsmore in particular,
becoming commercialized.
ONE IMPACT THE area might
have on the mountain deals with

three

small

species

of

a

grow

plants

Barn
the ne

existing
“DR
Horse |]
not loo
threat t

in the serpentine soil

cially o
num sa
good fd

particular to the area.
“WE WOULD NOT have accommodations at the mountain,”
he said. ‘‘We’d have a day lodge.
“‘We want a nice lodge, perhaps
a $250,000 day lodge. This would
be about 8,000 square feet and
have a cafeteria, perhaps a bar,
rental shop, lift-ticket area and
even an area just to go and be
warm.”
Accommodations may be built

ad

the

have

not

only

rare,” Barnum said, “‘but they

are unique to these mountains.”
Nelson said there are also another two plants on the mountain
which are considered

endangered.

BARNUM

cerned
on the
fences
plants

rare

SEEMED

and
CON.

about the ski area’s effect
plants and suggested snow
could be put around the
to keep skiers away from

Oe?

Mounta
the Yo
both of
areas,”

not more, consideration for the
aesthetic value of the area than
any other developer you'll ever
meet,’”’ Barnum said.
are

peo

trying t
they’ll fi
will pro
two.
“T thi
ness see

“The people thinking of doing
the job probably have as much, if

plants

County

Conce
said, ‘‘A

in nearby Dinsmore, taking a
dormitory form. Space would be
provided for about 200 persons.

“These

|

16-inch
mum
plants,
eight i
and not
over0}

which grow in the Lassic region.
Tom Nelson, a graduate student in botany, has found rare
plant life on Mt. Lassic. Barnum
talked with him and found he has
been working on the mountain
three years also, studying the
plants.
Three types, the fritillaria, the lupens and the lanainum,

Ly
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Mt. Lassic, 34 miles southeast of
Eureka, may answer the dreams of
skiers who hate driving five hours
away for their sport. Bill Barnum, an
HSU student, took these pictures of the

proposed ski site. Above, the mountain
is under six inches of snow. Below, one
of the top peaks might serve as an exit
for a ski

lift.

ah

senior
Mark
O’Brien,
range
management student, demonstrates a
‘self-styled
skiing
technique.’’

O’Brien must order special equit
to accommodate his 6-foot-6 fi
but it doesn’t always work.
e4

p
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Horse Mountain Ski Area, does
not look at the new area as a
threat to him personally, financially or any other way,” Barnum said.
“He agrees this is
good for skiing in Humboldt
County and supports it.”’

Concerning

Ashland,

e built
ing a
id be
ons.
doing
, if
br the

two.
“I think
the needs of the wilderness seeker in Humboldt County
have been met in both the Marble
Mountain Wilderness Area and
the Yolla Bolly Wilderness Area,
both of which are very fine
areas,’’ Barnum said.
“There isn’t a place for skiers

to go.

;

Barnum

said, “‘Ashland is going under and
the people running it now are
trying to get out. I don’t think
they’ll find anyone
to buy it and it
will probably close in a year or

ever
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be covered

over on top of them.”’
Barnum discussed

‘as

Horse Mountain does not

Ce

qualify as a complete ski area.

SA

Anyone who skis there will admit
to that, including Dr. Walsh.
“If we have the resource--the
mountain--I think it’s the Forest
Serv
duty ice'
to provide thesarea
if the people demand it, that’s
what we’re doing with the peti-

-
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The petition can be signed at
Gary Wings’ Horse Mountain Ski
Shop at 6th and G Streets in

Rather than spend the day dodging bodies on the
slopes and buying lift tickets, cross-country ski
enthusiasts retreat to the ‘‘boonies’’ near Mt.

Eureka.

Lassen for wilderness trips. With the proper
equipment, any type of terrain will do for Mike
Hill, HSU senior natural resources major.

Tight economy, fuel shortage do not stop skiers
by Debbie Cantwell

It is time to go skiing.

Let’s see, there’s the rented skis and poles securely

‘locked in the rented ski racks. Then there’s the boots
tucked in the-trunk behind the suitcases full of long
underwear, ski pants, jeans, ski gloves, turtlenecks,
sweaters and a hat.
Have I forgotten anything?
Ah, the goggles, if it

snows, and ski shades for the sun.
Off for a weekend
sides.

of gliding down

the mountain-

Destination: Mt. Bachelor near Bend, Oregon--rated
one of the top 50 ski resorts in North America and
Europe. Mt. Bachelor is only a nine or 10-hour drive
from Eureka.
Nine or 10 hours--are you crazy? a non-skier, energyconscious gas-saver would say.
“SKIERS ARE ENTHUSIASTIC about the sport,
they will drive to the end of the earth to a ski slope,”’
according to Charlene Grunert, an employe at the Pro
Sport Center in Eureka.
“The late snow was the only thing that affected the
ski industry this year and I haven’t known anyone to be
bothered by the gas shortage,” she added.
;
So there is one group of people unaffected by the poor
economy and that is the skiers. Even if money is tight,

according to every ski shop in this area, ‘‘sales are up
over last year.”
Joyce Sanders, owner of a ski shop in Eureka, said,
“People are buying more cautiously this year, like

rder special equipment
ate his 6-foot-6 frame,
always work.
:

_

explain the importance of protec-

Hicular,
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nothntain
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better equipment and not as many flashy clothes.”
SHE FELT THAT the European economic problems
are affecting the ski industry more than anything else.
“It has been harder to get equipment this year, because manufacturers have cut down due to the
economy.
“The prices are up and it feels like people aren't
buying as much, but they are,’’ she said.

“The biggest problem around here is that nobody
seems to want to car pool or go by bus. Everyone
wants to take their own car, except for the kids who
seem to get together more,”’ she said.
“Skiing can be very expensive, depending on how
many times you go and if you rent all the time.”

THERE IS QUITE a difference in the cost of
downhill ski equipment. Skis can run anywhere from
$70
to more than $200. Then you'll need poles and they
cost anywhere from $5 to $30.
To stay warm on the slopes, figure on spending at
least $80 on clothes and if you want to be fashionable,

the price gets ridiculous.
After all that is taken care of, lift tickets generally

cost around $8 to $10 a day, depending on where you go.
Steve Cole, owner of the Arcata Transit Authority,
said, ‘‘I don’t downhill ski because it is too crowded and
expensive.

;

“GOOD SKIS, BOOTS and poles for a cross-country
outfit cost about $100 and you’ll pay three times that
much for downhill equipment,”’ Cole said. ‘So I crosscountry, or Nordic ski, as it is more economical.”
Cross-country equipment differs from downhill
use ‘‘the skis are lighter, narrower and all wood.
The bindings are simple and they allow you heel torise,
and the boots are light like tennis shoes.”’

Down hill skiing requires physical stamina where
cross-country skiing demands that you be in excellent
physical condition.

It is really an endurance test.

COLE SAID HE took up cross-country skiing about
five years ago to escape the crowds and that now “‘the
only problem is running into snowmobiles and the
noise they make.”’

Skiing is fast becoming a very popular sport.
Unfortunately, there’s not much in the way of local
ski resorts. The closest one is Horse Mountain, about
an hour’s drive east on 299.

“The skiing isn’t good there, especially for
beginners,”’ according to Charlene Grunert, ‘‘because

the slopes are difficult and the snow is inconsistant.
“Horse Mountain doesn’t have any chair lifts
either.”
:
Mt. Shasta is a good six hours’ drive
east on 299

through Redding. There is a variety of good beginner
and expert slopes there and the chair-lift rate is $7.50.

OREGON'S MT. ASHLAND Ski Area is about four or

five hours from Eureka, up 101 to Crescent City, across
199 to Medford and down Interstate 5. Oregon doesn’t
mark its roads like California does, as my friends and I
found out.

To emphaize just how fanatic skiers are, four of us

" were headed for Mt. Bachelor near Bend, Oregon, in a
four-wheel-drive vehicle last Thanksgiving.
Four wheels mean nothing on ice. We rolled the
truck somewhere near Crater Lake.
After the snow plows rescued us and towed the car to
a nearby lodge which gave us lodging for the night. We
left the next morning for a four-hour drive, without
windows, to Bend.
‘
WAS

IT WORTH

it, I asked myself?

It took us two

days to get there, the sun was out, temperatures were
50 degrees, the snow was best in the California-Oregon

region at the time and we were ready for it!

The best way to cut the costs of skiing is to join a ski
club.
HSU has an active ski club with over 50
members.
The Humboldt Ski Club in Eureka is a community

organization that has a lot of family members.

College of the Redwoods has a club, so does Eureka

and Arcata High School.
Each club has special rates on lodging and lifts, and
the transportation is usually arranged through the
club.
The choice is yours...Try it, you'll like it.

;
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Hall 120.
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One of Eureka’s historic landmarks,
Ft. Humboldt, looked different in the
past. None of the original fort is

standing,

but

resforation

plans

are

the home of U.S. President Ullysses S.
Grant in the

1850's, tells a sad story

about ‘treatment of

boidt County.

meeting.

7:30 and
9:30 p.m.

Room, Admision $1.0. Please
don't Tring |

8:30 p.m.

Play “The Germans.” Gist Hall Auditorium.

Indians in Hum-

movie

“Freaks.”

Free, tickets required.

under way. The fort, which served as

white pride or Indian tragedy?

Watershow.
See above.

wars in 1960-1864, the garrison

Brass choir. Music Recital
Hall. Tickets not
required.
Play. ‘The Germans.’’
See above.

from
000 for restoration. Many people military district, spreading

First Annual Volleyball Club Open Doubles

by Mike Geldsby

Humboldt,

located

“During the peak of the Indian

in

south Eureka, will receive $300,are trying to get the money

before the 1976 Bicentennial celebration.

Everyone
agrees the fort played an important role in the
conflict between the Indians and

the white settlers in the history of
northern California.

served as a seat of the Humboldt

neers.

8 p.m.

of Humboldt

;

those Indians perceive that role

can Studies
at HSU.
“The fort was ‘a historical
reality. There is no doubt about
that.”

In the Times-Standard,
Dec. 8,

“But, the fort washeretomake

Its
the
real
thing.
Coke.

Fiesta.

see

Film Co-op movie “The Lady Eve” with Henry

Fonda and Barbara Stanwyck. Founders Hall
Auditorium. Admission 50 cents.
.m. ' Watershow.
See above.
- Chamber music. Music Recital Hall. Tickets
required.
Play ‘“‘The Germans.” See above.
IRC move “Funny Girl.’’ Jolly Giant
Recreation Room. Admission 10 cents IRC
members; $1 general.
Sunday
:
Mecha and Folkloric Camping- Fiesta. _See
above.

poses a problem
Fort Humboldt

for the Indians

Saturday

Tournament.
West Gym.
_
and Folklorico Camping

command of the California volun-

program leader of Native Ameri-

1974, Andrew Genzoli wrote, .

i

the
Oregon to Sonoma, centering

And, of course, the ancestorsof

than the ancestorsof
the white settlers.

it easier for the white settlers to

¢

IRC movie “Funny Girl.” See above.
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Tuesday

Choir-Chorale-Madrigals.
Tickets required.

Music Recital Hall.

Groups are welcome to submit items of
general interest to students for Human Events.
Deadline
is noon Friday. Bring items to the
Lumberjack office in Nelson Hall basement
(below the toilets) or call extension $271, and

:

Tg

to be aired
Unidentified Flying Objects
(UFO’s) are the subject of a new
series being broadcast on KHSU,
90.5 on the FM band.
The program called ‘Great
Balls of Fire’’ will run Monda

»

S “Home of Happy Fish”

t: &B

Fort

*

8p.m.

at the HSU theatre box office.
Film Coop movie “The Best Years of Our
Lives,” winner of nine Aacdemy Awards.
Founders Hall Auditorium.
Admission $1.

< cE ”

432 Sed St. Eoroke
442-6141

Y... Seucnencnonenemencne

We specialize in the Soft
Natural Look

Gents

Ladies

Tots

56 Sunny Brae Center
ppointments Welcome

822-5272
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8 p.m.
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Humboldt: 300,000 symbol

Pe ae

Ft.

Weekend

tourneys.

&

The final game in the two-day Swisssystem
chess
tournament
last

weekend pitted Alan Anderson against
Bill Albins. After an hour and a half,

NEEDHELP?

HOT LINE

CALL|

TWENTY-FOUR HOURS
EVERY DAY

1700 Union St.

822-4888

Arcata

[TYPEWRITERREPAIR |
¢- all work guaranteed
4. pick up & delivery
¢- I operate
on a personal basis
¢ CHEAP!

Sp depp

OPP

Anderson emerged the victor and was

rewarded with a chess clock. Albins’
day was no less productive, as he
received a magnetic chess set for his
efforts.
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Bill Louks made his third win as eight-ball champion

last Saturday in the University Center Game Room.

,
4.
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Louks said there was no pressure on him in winning,
but the “competition on the games was good.” —
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COORS DISTRIBUTORS PAY CASH FOR
ALL ALUMINUM BEVERAGE CANS

Jobs For
Summer
Look

Promising
Informed
summer

sources

job

HIKING

report that

opportunities

for

kkkkkxkze CLOSE

college students “‘look good”’ this
year.

National

Parks,

Dude

Ranches, Guest Resorts, Private
Camps, and other tourist areas
throughout the nation are now
seeking student applications.

Summer job placement coordinators

at Opportunity

Research

(SAP) report that despite national
economics tourist areas are
looking for a record season. Polls
indicate that people may not go
for the big purchases such as new

cars,

new

homes,

furniture

or

appliances, but most appear to be

planning for a big vacation.
A free booklet on student job
assistance may be obtained by

sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 5S Flathead Dr.,

Kalispell, MT 59901. Student job
seekers are urged to apply éarly!

BOOTS 20% OFF

NOW! ! Over 1,000,000
of Alum. cans
Humboldt

Counties

e"4

Norte

COORS DISTh SUTING
CO., EUREKA, CA CALIF.
=. WASH. ST. Phone 442-

OUT

SALE

«xe
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Movie

Review.

30's film portrays pathos
sin life of circus freaks
‘ by Rebin Piard

Few

movies are more aptly titled than “Freaks.”
The only defor it is freaky.
The 1932 film is showing tomorrow night in the Multipurpose
Roomat 7:30
and 9:30.
Admission is $1.50, since the film is expensive to rent, ‘‘because

of its reputation,”’ said projectionist Steve Newmark, who helps

run the Film Co-op.
“Freaks” is a melodramatic love story with two men falling for
one woman. Yet you'll find the movie listed under horror films.
That’s because
the setting is a small carnival
of freaks, ‘‘nature’s
mistakes,” as an ad of the thirties read.
The cast is not plasticized creatures, but real humans, deformed
in every imaginable way.
There are pin-headed
women, a snake-man
who slithers because
he has no arms or legs, a half-man half-woman (she likes the strong
man, but he doesn’t), midgets,

a bearded woman

and Siamese

twins.

These people share a strange bond and stick closely together.

is a rare, one-of-a-kind

- Freaks’

subject. A few normal actors were in
the film, including Wallace Ford as
nice, friendly clown.

movie. Real circus freaks were used
in the film, which flopped in its first
release because of its gruesome

Ye
2

shadows. Few scenes have any brightness or sunlight.

-

B733257320

TRY A CLASSIFIED AD

25 word maximum, 136

This is mainly becauseof its director, Tod Browning, who did the

Bela Lagosi “Dracula.”
of this
had a feel for dark, atmospheric tales. Most
movie was filmed in-cramped, dimly lit trailers with lots of

CLASSIFIED

yh:

a

The drama comes into play when Hans,
a midget, fallsin love
with the beautiful, but tall, bareback rider.
She thinks Hans’ love is a joke—until she learns he is wealthy.
She marries Hans and begins slowly poisoning him.
scene of pouring rain and
find out. In an unforgettable
The freaks
frantic, ominously scurrying bodies flitting in and out of the dark,
they get their revenge.
;
so shocking, it was
just its end—was considered
The film—not
banned from the United States. Very few people had seen it until
recent years.
In spite of its age and inflated reputation, the film holds up well.

re

Bere gee

spaces in all(4 lines). Put the key words at the beginning, as they will

be emphasized by CAPITAL letters. Deadline: Fri. 4 p.m. for next Wed. paper. Rates: $1 for

first issue, $.75 thereafter, all ads prepaid. Bring to Nelson Hall 6 or the Information Desk,
2 (University Center,) or mail with payment to The Lumberjack Newspaper, H.S.U., Arcata,
Ca. 95521.

ne

The freaks are odd, but they are the heroes of the film. Two
‘normal’ persons with their lust and greed are the real freaks—at
least mentally.
l’
rma
loveunnecessary
is also a nice, ‘noand
Of course, there
tely, a clown).
interest couple (appr
Another dated part of the movie is the very last scene, which, in
these modern times, might inspire more laughs than horror.
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SUMMER

T.V.-stereo

JOBS FOR ‘75. No ex-

, at state and federal parks, guest
ranches,

tourist

resorts,

private

camps. Learn how, when, and
where to apply. Receive over 200
Calif. names and addresses. Send

$3 to J.0.8. P.O. Box 708 Monterey, Ca. 93940.

service.

Contact

in-

dustrial Arts student Jim Suss* man. 8 am.-7 p.m., 622-5327.

perience necesary..Apply for jobs

Even so, the film is worth seeing for its unusual history, freaky

story, effective direction and cast of characters.

There will never be another movie like it.
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SKIS

CM) Geze Binding, $1 10, ladies
Nordica ski boots size 7% $35, all
excellent, 822-3961 .

IE TT

The oddity of the characters didn’t need emphasis.

Se

sn Pe)

One fault of the film is a leaning towards sensationalism. There
are jokes about the half-man half-woman and a somewhat
exploited marriageof oné Siamese twin to a man the other detests.

FOR SALE 62 Volvo 122 S. 15,000
on rebuilt engine. Near new tires
$725. Very clean. 789 J st. Bruce.
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traveling

partner - preferably female, for a
spring break trip to the Vancou-

VLL PAY $4 for your U.S. Sliver
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Students discover progress points--the hard way

points

system

designates

four

grade points for an ‘‘A,”’ three
points for a ‘““‘B’” and so on. The
difference in the progress points
system is that when classes are
taken on a credit-no credit basis,
the student is penalized when he
receives a no-credit grade.
UNDER

THE

TRADITIONAL

all

the effects were caused by the
progress point system, but there
has been a dramatic increase in
academic probations,” Robert
Anderson; dean of admissions
and records, said.
Stan Mottaz, student resources
coordinator, said the increase in
probations under the program
may

be

due

to

students

some

realizing the danger of no-credit
grades which didn’t hurt them in
the past.
“Students

have

been

going

GPA system, no grade points are - along not understanding that a
earned if the students fails to few no credits will get them a
receive credit in a credit-no
note saying ‘Don’t bother to come
credit class. However, a no-creback to school next quarter’,”
dit grade under the GPA system
Mottaz said.
doesn’t affect the student’s GPA,
Information on the progress
and no units are charged to him.
point system was included in reUnder the progress
points sysgistration packets when it went

cece

specail

etteeteetee

RR

persons

consider

a

ARNETT

BELIEVES

PRO-

system.

credit-no credit system without

|

Trash belongs in trash cans, not in our streams and
rivers. Do your part to keep America a great place to live.
Woodsy Owl has a list of ways-you can help fight
pollution. It's easy for kids to read, and it's free when

you write Woodsy Owl, Forest Service, U.S.D.A.,

Rooter Russell’s

RENDEZVOUS
under new management

And remember, give a hoot, don’t pollute.

7 days
@ week
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was

initiated in

1973.
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level since 1965.

to

its

highest
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The trend may be reversing,
however,

as the percentage

of

students on probation
and disqualification dropped to 10 per cent
for the fall quarter
of 1974.
‘Maybe students are starting
to catch on to the
Anderson concluded.
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system,”
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Why write a letter home?

Subscribe to
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Washington, D.C. 20250.

points system

But he said the trustees

NR

PURE WATER!

That percentage continued on a
gradual decline until the progress

gress point grading defeats the
of the credit-no credit

‘would never have approved the

disqualification

In the fall quarter of 1963, 25
per cent of the student body at
HSU was either on academic
probation or had been disqualified.

con-

ventional four-year period.
“I think the trustees overestimated the problem,” Anderson said.
“But I think it’s here to stayas
long as we have credit-no credit
classes.””

not

ever been in the past at HSU.
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important difference.
Just like
the GPA, the progress

POSITIVE

for

the num-

ber of students on probation or

LLL

age (GPA) system except for one

“WE’RE NOT

DEAN

cent increase

N
N

The new system is identical to
the traditional grade point aver-

DOBKIN,

By no means has the new
system resulted in more academic probations than there have

It was in the spring quarter of
1973 that the figure jumped by 12
percentage points. The 12 per

VZZZZZLL

of Trustees.

MILTON

academic affairs, conceded that
the new system was initiated by
the trustees in an attempt to
discourage persons from becoming professional students--those
who take their time graduating
from school by taking few units
and dropping many classes.
Anderson said the system was
initiated at a time when colleges
were crowded and there was a
great need for classroom space.
It was an effort to screen out
those students who had no intention of graduating within what

tem to the package.

_J

any given quarter is placed on
academic probation.
Sinte the progress points system was initiated in fall, 1973, the
among administrators here is . number of HSU students placed
that the increase is due to a new
on probation or disqualification
progress points system.
has increased significantly.
The progress points system
In that year, the percentage of
was initiated at California state HSU students on probation or
universities in the fall Ce of disqualification jumped from
1973 upon orders from
Board four to 16 per cent.

adding the progress
points sys-

bhhbdhdhtd,

into effect
iast year. But it seems
to take a while before students
pick up on these new systems,
and many persons’ grades have
suffered, according to Bill Arnett, registrar.

“C’s” and a no-credit grade in

hdd

tem, a student receiving three

S WIP

by Keith Till
More and more HSU students
have been suffering the sometimes traumatic shock of being
placed on academic probation
lately, and the general consensus

Foreign

Cars

EMERGENCY LINE

822-6389
GLEN BONNER’S UNION TOWN AUTO PARTS

|

The Germans are coming, the Germans are coming
14—The Lumberieck, Wednesdey, March
8, 1975 -

“Up pigs!

Up, you

swine, you filthy animals. You'll work until
you drop or I’ll flay the

skin off your

screams

backs!”

guard

Scott

Van Houten, as prisoner
Tom Velasco cowers.

Such was the life in a
pre-World

man

War

prison

II Ger-

camp--

harsh, merciless, a mix-

ture of luck and selfish+
ness.
The prisoners
were Germans-—the men

who resisted the rising —
Nazi tyranny until they

Photes

by

Kenn.

Hunt

had to be destroyed.
‘“‘The Germans” is an
original production
written by graduate stu-

dent

Art on the rocks...
..A bottle of gin, a touch of vermouth,

an ice pick and thou

Richard

Mueller

and directed: by Gerald

Lancaster.
duled

It is sche-

to run Thursday

through Saturday, at
8:30 p.m., in Gist Hall
Auditorium.

With the ‘‘cool’’ sounds of Drew Sallee’s saxophone
icing the air, more than 100 people turned out to view
the newest impermanent art structure on campus.
Ten to 15 ‘‘community people’ spent Monday afternoon shifting 66 blocks of hard ice around the
sculpture yard. The final product weighed nearly a
ton .. . before it melted.
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intramural bulletin board in the.

gym; the University Center Information
office, and from Gratz
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College Play-offs
and recruit high
school players in hope of finding
the big man.
Competing
with urban schools
for talent is difficult for any sport
at HSU. The problemis
larly acute in basketball,
the caliber
of play in the
politan areas is
to Niclai.
receive
of good ‘‘walk
on’’
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coach’s basketball knowledge
were major complaints of the
players. The discontent follows
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unhappiness
with Niclai.
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Chico State took top honors at the meet.
Greg Small

in the breastroke.

Ben Wolfe tied the school record

for the 50-yard freestyle.
The women’s basketball team
ended its 1975 season
last week-

end by losing two close games in
the regional championships. The
’Jacks lost to San Francisco
State
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State 54-51 on Saturday.

Shirley

Logwood, high pointer for the
season, led the scoring with 21
points. Kathy Reeves dominated
the boards with 15 rebounds.
Joyce Ambrosias added 11 points
and 14 rebounds.
The first annual HSUvolleyball
club open doubles tournament
will be held this Saturday at 9:30
a.m. in the west gym. For information call Manny Gratz at
822-6390 or Rich Schiffers at
826-3771. Entry blanks
are available in Nelson Hall, room 112; the
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,OUR VANISHING
Eric Sloane
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Plaza Shoe Shop
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In a tropical garden atmosphere
with
SEQUOIA AUTO
SUPPLY CO.

Sestin, Acme, Sante

James Liddy
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Swimmers ready for a relay race at the Far Western
Conference competition held at HSU last weekend.
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The Fruit and Vegie Co. brought its

cardboard creation out to the Kiosk to

break the blue and silver shining }

armor monopoly in the HSU vending
machine circuit. Operated by the Food
Day committee, the human machine
provided quick service and a ‘great
apple” to art student Shelley GarPhoto by Kenn. Hunt
dener.

Women's Center offers men opportunity to be minority
center was established, Ms. Erskine said, because students requested it.

by Paula Lawrence

“The Women’s Center has a
library. That’s about all it has
right now,” its director Jan
Erskine said.
Ms. Erskine, also coordinator
for the Women’s Studies program
which often operates out of the
center (House 55), anticipated
that the center will see an

ENTHUSIASM
are sort of busier.

in-

“I think we have a bad Women’s Center right now because
we don’t have that many services,” she remarked.
‘‘Next
quarter, however, we hope to
have a more established agency
and offer more services.”
Originating as a “place where

it’s

active.”
A lack of time and funds to get

help have led to a situation that
“if someone calls the Women’s
Center during the day; -often
there’s nobody
here to answer the

women could talk to each other
the:
mutual

Maybe

because I’m busier.”’
She pinpointed the factors that
hinder the center’s performance.
“The director last year immersed herself in Women’s Studies and generated lots of enthusiasm. I’m not doing that and
that may be why it’s not as

crease of activity in the spring.

about

PERSISTS,

she affirmed. ‘I just think people

phdne and provide service.”

concerns,”

Ms. Erskine predicted that if
the Women’s Center gets the
counselor she is negotiating for,

Women’s Center. Started formally in the fall of 1973, it was de
scribed by Ms. Erskine as ‘‘kind
of a remedial program to'sort of
clue disciplines into the fact that

use of the center will increase.
“THERE ARE A lot of students
who don’t want to go to the counseling center, who wouldn’t want
their friends to see them going
into the building. But it’s okay to

“Women’s roles in history and
for

instance,

she said.

lence for men,

“It’s one of the few

times in their careers
they’re a minority.”

have

been almost completely neglect-

about a sixth of the class, accord-

ing to Ms. Erskine.

be seen coming in here. I think
having a counselor here now and
then will help out,’’ she explained.

ed.

THE
INTERDISCIPLINARY
Women’s Studies program offers

The failure of a consciousnessraising group to get off the
ground this year may indicate,
Ms. Erskine noted, ‘‘that maybe
there’s no need for it. Maybe our
consciousnesses aré all raised.
I don’t think that’s really true

courses from various departments including classes in psych-

provide a different outlook to
problems explored by the women

We’re simply

trying to fill

those gaps.”

ology, history, language arts and
communications.
The Women’s Studies program
also tries to teach men and
women about their abilities and
to raise their consciousness.
In
that sense, Ms. Erskine said,
“it’s a service of sorts to the students.”’

though, according to the things I

Jacques’
s= European Bake Shop

Arcata
Union Town Square

(next to Safeway)
Open Six Days A Week

in the class. ‘‘It helps to have our

perceptions bounced off theirs.”’
“It was sort of a gut feeling,
that both of us had, that we really
needed a course for and about
women,” Ms. Erskine said, that
led her and Katherine Corbett to
offer the first Women’s Studies
class and then initiate the program.
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‘But we like

to have men in the classes. We
think that it’s good for them.”
THEIR PRESENCE IS beneficial for the women students as
well, she explained, as they can

hear in class.’’
The Women’s Studies program
holds many of its classes in the
=
=e
=e

Cocktails
Imported

that

In most cases, men make up

they’re ignoring problems.
psychology,

Classes in this program are an
interesting

Smells Home-made!

Looks Home-made! Tastes Home-made!

Also Featuring - Salad & Vegetarian Sandwiches
Sun. - Thurs. 11-8 - Fri. 11-3- Closed Saturdays
This is Home-made at its Best!! _
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